
Hello Adventurers,

We hope everyone is enjoying the sunny weather, it feels like spring has finally arrived and life is being
injected into the world. We hope you are able to enjoy some adventuring. This issue includes the following:

Spring Photo challenge
Bingo
Badger fact file
The Layering system
Easter extravaganza
Snail race
Knot of the month
Design a dream Badger Sett

We hope you enjoy this current issue. As always we would love to see what you have all been up to on
your adventures. So please email any pictures we can share on socail media to:

admin@theoutdoorlearningcompany.co.uk

Challenge: Spring photo’s

Spring is definitely the most beautiful time
of year in our country. We watch the still of
the winter finally come to life, the longer
daylight hours, the increase in animal
activity and the colour of plants springing
from the ground.

Over the next few weeks, we want everyone
to take pictures of the signs of spring. This
can be out in the garden, a picture from a
window or a picture on a walk for some
exercise. Send us your pictures and we will
share some on social media.

We are happy to receive pictures of animals,
plants or anything else that reminds you of
spring.
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FACT FILE: Badger

�  Can grow up to 1 metre in length.

�  Grunts, Barks and Snuffles.

�  Black and white in colour.

�  Nocturnal

�  Badgers live in setts under the ground.

�  Setts can be 100’s of years old.

�  Two or three cubs are born at a time.

�Young are born between January and
may.

The Badger is a nocturnal animal, which makes it
very hard to see them during the day. The Badger
lives in Setts under ground . The entrance hole to their
Sett will have a pile of soil on top. Their Setts are
found in deciduous woodlands  and can be hundreds
of years old. With in the setts there are many tunnels
with nests and resting places for a large number of
Badgers.

The Badger is a very sociable animal spending lots
of time playing with their young and grooming each
other.

Badgers live in their own territories and tend not to
stray from these. They use the same tracks through
out  their lives. Badgers will eat worms, small
mammals and have been known to take honey from
a bees nest.

Between January and March Badgers will give birth
to two to three young. The young will be weaned at
twelve weeks and may either find a new social group
or stay within the family group.

Challenge: Dream Badger setts

Have a go at designing your dream badger set. There
are lots of different chambers in a badger set, these
could be used for different things. Maybe a badger
would like a treadmill so she doesn’t have to go out
when its raining. Possibly a luxurious kitchen to
cook up all the lovely plants. Maybe your badger is
intellectual and would like a library. We would love
to see your ideas and designs. Please send us a
picture so we can share this on our social media
pages.
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Knots
A knot can be an essential part of the
Outdoor Adventurers skill set. If you are
able to master a number of knots then you
can do anything in the Outdoors from
building a shelter to making a raft. Knots
make life easier in the wilderness.

This knot can be printed out and laminated
so it can be taken with you on your
adventures. Or just learn and practice this
knot so it becomes second nature to you
and you will always be able to use it ,
wherever you are and whatever the
situation.

Knots- Fisherman’s knot
1. Place 2 lines parallel, one
above the other, with the ends
facing in opposite directions

2. Take the working end of the
upper line and forma clockwise
overhand loop, encompassing
the standing part of the lower
line, going first under then over
the lower line.
3. Pass the working end of the
upper back over its standing before
passing it back through the loop,
taking first under and then over
itself, so that it faces in the same
direction as it did initially.

Knot of the Month -
Fisherman’s knot

As the name suggests the Fisherman's
knot is thought to have derived from
fisherman a long time ago. There are a
few people who believe that this knot
originally goes as far back as ancient
Greece.

The knot is used as a very secure way of
tying two bits of line together of a similar
size. With thin line it may become
impossible to undo the knot and therefor
may result in the cutting of the knot. With
thicker line it is possible to undo the knot
by hand.

4. Take the working end of the lower line
and repeat the above: form a clockwise
overhand loop encompassing the standing
part of the upper line, going under then
over. Pass it back over its own standing
part, then take it under, over back through
the loop. Pull both standing parts to tighten
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Easter Extravaganza
Go on an Easter Egg hunt

Everyone loves an Easter egg hunt. So we are
challenging all of our Outdoor Adventurers to take
charge of this activity.

It is very simple, make some eggs out of paper or
card, decorate them, hide all of the eggs and prepare
clues to help the participants find them. You can have
as many people looking for the eggs as you whish.

You can make the clues more fun by making them
rhyme, an example of this is:
An egg is an object that will easily break,So find an
egg near the garden rake…

Or a puzzle,
The egg is hidden by this jumbled up tree ‘lehaz’
(answer: Hazel)

If your participants are struggling to find eggs that you have hidden you can use the terms
“warmer warmer” if the participant is close to the egg or”colder colder” if they are moving
away from the egg.

Dye your Easter egg using flowers
For this all you need is a pale egg, the whiter the
better as the dye will show more on a white egg.
You will also need a saucepan full of bright yellow
dandelions and some water.

What to do
� Firstly, collect up ¾ of a saucepan full of
dandelions.

� Take the saucepan home and fill with water to
just above the petals.

�Bring to a boil and gently simmer for ten
minutes, until you see the water turn yellow.

� Add the eggs (not chocolate) and boil for another 10 minutes.

� Carefully remove the eggs and allow to cool. You may wish to decorate using paints.

Try using different coloured flowers to see what colours you can make. If you are unsure
of whether a plant is piousness DO NOT TOUCH it.
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Information sheet: The Layering System

Layered clothing is a manner of dressing using multiple garments that are worn on top of each other.
Some of the layers have different, largely non-overlapping, functions. Using more or fewer layers, or
replacing one layer but not others, allows for flexible clothing to match the needs of each situation. Two
thin layers can be warmer yet lighter than one thick layer, because the air trapped between layers serves
as thermal insulation.

Base Layer:

This is the first layer that is put on. The job of the base layer is to transfer sweat away from the body.
Merino wool and synthetic garments are good for this. When moisture has moved from the skin into
(nonabsorbent) clothing, it has more surface area and will evaporate faster. Cotton does NOT make a
good base layer as it soaks up sweat like a sponge.

Mid Layer:

The mid layer is needed in cold weather to provide additional insulation. The use of multiple thin layers
facilitates adjustment of warmth. The mid layer should be more loose-fitting than the Base layer, as this
leaves insulating air between the layers. A mid weight fleece or insulated jackets can make good mid
layers. Down jackets, though warm can be big and behave very awkwardly when wet.

Shell Layer:

The outermost clothes are called the shell layer, but only if they block wind or water, or have good
mechanical strength. Ideally the shell layer lets moisture through to the outside (that is, is breathable),
while not letting wind and water pass through from the outside to the inside. While this is enabled to
some degree by modern materials, even the best and most expensive materials involve a slight trade-off
between breathability and water- and wind resistance.
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The Snail Race

The Snail Race will keep you entertained for hours. Simply go outdoors with this race course and find
your champion snail and get your friends to find their snails. Place them on the red circle and the first
snail over the Finish Line (outer circle) is the winner. Remember to return your snails after racing. We
are sure you will enjoy this activity.
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Activity Sheet

 Butterfly Cowslip

SlugDandelion Snail

Blackbird Easter Egg

Badger

W E I U R E T S A E N L L L
E D S J I J J I T E H K K V
B D A K C M Y U O E G G H B
R U Z L B L F F I W Y J G N
D C N E N P I D O Q T G A N
A J X N L S P R I N G D S S
N M C T Y I A Z P Q R F F E
D N V R O G Q C I A W I U L
E V M S I R N H T P S R Y O
L D J A U E S I F O G Q T P
I F S L U G V A R L B W R D
O H J S B D M S D P M E E A
N D F G H A K L T E S W N T
A D G J K B D I Y G J K O P

April
Tadpole
Badger
Easter
Bunny
Spring

Egg
Dandelion

Slug

All you have to do is keep
an eye out for these eight
items that will be ever
present this time of year.
Once you have spotted
the item put a big tick
through it.

We hope that you find
them all and can complete
this bingo card.

Good luck!

April Bingo

AprilWordsearch
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